Key Results
1.
2.
3.

Time Series: A stronger USD is correlated with larger
deviations from CIP
Cross-section: Currencies with larger beta of CIP deviation to
USD strength, are those with larger CIP deviations in the cross
section
The result holds also for EUR

Interpretation: “USD is a proxy for a global risk factor: shadow price
of bank leverage.”
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The EURUSD Basis and the EURUSD

•
•

Significant contemporaneous correlation (at daily level) of EURUSD FX
and the Basis
Stronger USD -> Bigger Basis -> Synthetic USD becomes more
expensive

Result #1 (Time Series)
• Specification:
Dollar

= USD Trade-weighted index (USD and basket)

BER
CONTR

= Bilateral Exchange Rate (USD and country-i)#
= lnVIX, FX-Vol(USD-i), etc..

1. Global USD appreciation correlates with
widening of CIP deviations.
2. Bilateral USD appreciation is not
important.
3. The result holds at daily frequency
4. 100bp of USD appreciation -> 2.1bp of CIP
widening

Economic Significance (D)
•
•

•
•

The result is super interesting!
Caveat: The economic significance is
not massive
In 2011, the CIP Basis changed by
70bp in 7 months, while the FX by 8%
8 x 2.1bp = 16.8bp (vs. 70bp)
Still, the result is certainly
interesting
Even more important is the lack of
importance of the bilateral exchange
rate

Economic Significance (Q)

•
•

The economic significance is halved at quarterly frequency.
Moreover, at this frequency the country specific effect (BER)
matters

Result #2 (Cross-Section)
•

First, estimate a CIP beta:

•

Is there a cross-sectional pattern between CIP and Beta?

•

This is a fascinating result. However,

– You use contemporaneous variations. The results could be just mechanical..
by definition βi=∆x/∆USD, countries with the largest changes in the Basis are
those with the largest beta (contemporaneously). You should do this similarly
to Fama-MacBeth.
– Also, a formal test is missing.

Result #3 (Role of Banking Frictions)
•

•
•
•

Is a strong USD negative news for banks equity (relative to their
index?

Column 1: +1% USD appreciation -> -2% in bank equity.
Column 2: After controlling for Market, -0.2% return. Very small
Column 3: The results survives for countries with large Basis

•

Interpretation:

– AUD and CAD have bank equities
that are insensitive to USD
fluctuation and positive basis
– DKK and CHF have bank equities
that are very sensitive to USD and
very negative basis.

Why does it matter?
•

•

Main hypothesis: Stronger USD, lower bank lending in USD. The
channel that generates CIP deviations is global bank lending
friction.
The friction is currency specific, it is not country specific.

Currency (i.e Global)
or
Country Specific (i.e. Local) Explanation?

More Insights from the Cross-Section

CIP: Currency or Country Specific?
•

Let’s focus on USDEUR, but consider sovereign bonds issued by different
countries.

•

The Total basis is due to: (1) FX CIP violation, plus (2) Bond specific
Basis.

•

We know that FX CIP is violated, but how large is the contribution of the
bond specific (country, instead of currency) component ?

•

Let’s focus on the country specific component, instead of the currency
component.

•

This allows us to investigate the importance of the “USD channel” versus
“Country specific” funding structure (like different currency exposures)

Implementation via Asset Swap
• EXAMPLE. Brazil issues two bonds maturing on March 7 2015, one denominated
in USD and one in EUR.
• Take the 7.375% Eur bond and do an asset swap to convert into Usd cash flows
using traded FX forward strips. This creates a synthetic Usd-denominated bond.
• If cash flows were identical, LOP applies.
• We match the face value, the coupon stream do not match exactly. Thus, we
define:

=
Basis Yield ( Busd ) − Yield (  BEur )
• The difference in the two bond spreads is equal to the cost of hedging the FX
risk.

The Geography of the Basis

•
•

•

The sign of the Basis is different even keeping the currency pair constant:
Example: the correct strategy for the trader is:
• Turkey
–
Long USD bonds and Short Euro bonds
• Mexico and Brazil
–
Long Euro bonds and Short USD bonds
Cannot be explained by a single common risk factor affecting all these markets at the
same time.

Data on Geographical Exposure
•

From BIS: detailed data on the geographical distribution of bank holdings:
• All contractual lending by the head office, and all its branches (and
subsidiaries) on a worldwide consolidated basis but disaggregated by
country exposure.
• We strip out all other forms of lending to focus exclusively on sovereign
bond exposure.
• The classification is based on “Ultimate Risk” (as opposed to
“Immediate Borrower”). Namely, the country where the guarantor of
the claim is located, or in other words, where the domestic bank head
office is located. The exposures of the foreign branches and subsidiaries
are included.
• Example: a purchase by the Morgan Stanley London branch of Turkish
bonds, for instance, contributes to the exposure of its U.S. head office.

Hypothesis
•

•

Turkish Example: Turkish assets bonds are mostly funded by European
balance sheets (2008Q4: 80% of claims were held in Europe vs. 11% in
USA
Brazil and Mexico: the opposite is true.

Main Message from Data:

1) Existence of a geographical dispersion in the funding markets of sovereign
bonds.
2) Countries that rely more on funding from European (resp., American) banks
are also those with higher cost of USD (EUR) financing, during the credit
crisis.
3) During the crisis, the relative cost of funding through outside capital
(unsecured commercial paper) versus inside capital (insured deposits)
increases. That rise makes funding of USD-denominated assets by European
banks increasingly expensive in comparison to euro-denominated assets.
4) The opposite holds for American banks, which then find funding eurodenominated assets more expensive than funding dollar assets.

Summary
• Both papers are extremely interesting and well written
• They highlight two slightly different channels/frictions that
may give rise to CIP deviations
• More should be done in terms of understanding the
Geography of Risk Capital and to distinguish currency vs.
country specific channels
• Both papers will be very influential.

